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Editor, or no attention will be given to their
communications.

A.

orthography is an absurd monstrosity,
impossible of acquirement except by
memorizing every word in the language,
and that the fewest number of even educated persons spell correctly according
to tho present arbitrary method. Those
editors who did not come up from the
printing case are no better spellers than
other folks, and punctuation with such
is one of the lost arts. It is said that
Horace Greeley is critically correct in
orthography and punctuation, which
may be so. However, if I did not know
that H. G. is a living American, aud I
had not learned hi3 autograph, I should
certainly decide that his manuscript is,
or ought to be, the first dead language.
How any man can.be said to bo a good
speller when his script docs not contain
any letters belonging to any known lan
guage is more than I can gues3. The
wittiest, most humorous aud most sar
castic remark that Horace ever made
was when he handed his manuscript to
uie typo with tho instruction to "follow
copy." That beats Mark Twain's best.
mere Is nothing in the "Innocents
Abroad" to compare with it. Not even
the celebrated witticism upon the chi
rography of Christopher Columbus, for,
If there were any connection between
common sense and the orthography of
H. G., he would be voted an idiot by ev
ery school in the United States.
In looking over the ground of contest
for the future year, one cannot help but
see that the Bible is the Molakoft from
which the enemies of Universal Suffrage
expect to do most of their fighting; and
indeed it is their most advantageous po
sition, no you suppose that auy person
of sound mind would be guilty of as
much folly in ouo communication as
your correspondent who writes uudcr
tho heading of "What will you do with
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mistress to use a phrase more expressive than elegant is "nowhere." Such
a woman's position is exceedingly
anomolous. If she ha3 the temerity to
act as If she possessed some rights of her
own, her husband has the veto power,
and he uses it unsparingly, often merely
for the sake of Using it. She is not a
partner in the concern; she has no voice
in its management.
She is not the
hired help. If wages were given, her
wardrobo often would not be iu such a
dilapidated condition. Divest it of all
disguises, and in reality her condition is
one of slavery a slavery not far removed from that which so lately disgraced us a nation. This may bo called
strong language, but 1 am not making
mere assertions.
All I write can be
abundantly proved. Many a sad woman
will respond to its truth. Half a score
of cases are fresh in my mind now,
which I could use as illustrations. And
this brings mo to a thought which may
be in some slight degree original. Acting upon the presumption that it is, I
will at once lay it beforo your readers.
You say, among other good things, your
paper Is devoted to the "exposing and
opposing of wrong." Now I would like
to have all these domestic despots exposed, by being held up to public inspection through its columns.
Let
those who aro cognizant of the small
meanness aud petty tyranny of any
such just write an account of the matter
for publication. Write briefly, fearlessly, and without exaggeration. No need
of calling names; let the picture be so
true to life that when the original shall
see it ho will say in his heart, "That
means me," and blush If capable of
blushing. There will bo small danger
of prosecution for libel. Perhaps some
may be converted, althongh my faith is
weak at this point, for, "Can tho Ethco-pia- n
change his skin or the leopard his
spot?" But, if not converted, they may
at least he shamed into belter manners.
But what a work I have planned. No
one paper could accomplish it perhaps
not all tho journals in the land devoted
to Human Bights. I see my error my
original idea Is impracticable; never
theless let us have a "case" now and
then, just to "salivate" them, as you
say. Thero is much said about the
"amelioration of the condition of worn- vii in iieuuieii juiius , mm we nave a
society for the "preventation of cruelty
to animals." Does not tho condition of
some teives in this Christian land need
"ameliorating?" Is there no cruelty to
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